514                                 THE  METALLURGY  OF GOLD.
The gold can be weighed by the method of substitution by which the bias of the balance is eliminated. The principle of this method is to counterpoise the gold, then to remove it from the pan, and compensate for the loss of weight by a rider. If direct weighing is preferred, the position of rest of the balance when the pans are empty is determined, the gold -is put in the pan, a rider put on the beam in such a position as to equalise approximately the effect of the weight of the gold, and then the position of rest again determined. The method of swings is always used to determine the position of rest, disregarding the first swings. An example is appended.
A.   Position of Rest of Empty Balance. — The swings, after the first two, are in succession '+ 34 divisions of the index, — 2-7 divisions, + 3-2 divisions. (Plus divisions are always reckoned on the side where the weights are placed, minus divisions on the side where the gold is added.)   The position of rest
/o 4  r  o.o           \
or true zero is i ( - — J -- 2-7 ) = 4- O3 division.   This determination "  \       2                /
is repeated after the parted gold assay pieces have all been weighed.
B.    Value   of the   Division.— A. weight   of,  say,  0-1   milligramme   (by means of a rider) is placed on the weight side,  and the previous work repeated.    The swings are — 2-1, + 04, — 2*0, and the new position of
/             9.1   i 2*0"\
rest is | ( + 04 — - — ~ - ) = — 0-8, and 1-1 division = 0-1 milligramme.
This value does not alter much from day to day.
C.   Weight of Parted Gold.- — The gold is found to require about 1 milligramme to counterbalance it, and the swings are now — 4-6, ~f- 0-2, — 44.
The new position of rest is  £  ^0-2 — 4'6 * 44) = —2-15.    The gold,
therefore, weighs 1 — (245 x --- J milligramme — that is, 0-77 7 milligramme.
By weighing in this way results correct to 0-002 mg. are easily obtained by using the best assay balances in which the value of the scale division is 0*005 mg., and still greater accuracy is attainable by weighing the gold in each pan in succession and by taking means of a number of observations.
Examination of Assay Materials.— The fluxes are usually free from the precious metals, but the litharge, red-lead and granulated lead contain a small amount of silver and less gold (see p. 75). These are estimated by fusion with charcoal (or in the case of granulated lead by scorifLcation) and cupellation. To prevent errors due to " salting, " which may occur accidentally in an office where gold bullion or residues are handled, it is advisable to run a full blank charge at least once a week.
Examination of the Cupel. — When rich ores are assayed, appreciable quantities of gold are carried into the cupel, especially if certain base metals (see above, p. 508) are present in the lead button. To assay the cupel, all clean bone-ash is detached and thrown away, and the remainder crushed so as to pass through an 80-mesh sieve, and the charge made up as follows :—
Cupel,     ......    20 grammes.
Fluorspar,       .         .         .         .         .15
Sand,      ......    15
Sodium carbonate,   .         .         .         .20
'
.....            10
Litharge,         .         .                f            25
Charcoal,         .                                       j
Salt cover and hoop iron.

